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The larger the island of knowledge grows, 
the longer the shoreline extends
(Michael Smithson, Australian National University)

Sea of 
Ignorance Sea of 

Ignorance

'Negative capability’, “the ability to remain in mysteries and 
unknowns without any irritable reaching or grasping”

(Stuart Firestein)



Misura della
longitudine

Nevil Maskelyne, astronomo reale
(1732-1811)

longitudine



John Harrison, falegname inglese
(1693-1776)







• EXPERT SCENARIO

–Le domande che conosci

• EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIO

–Le domande che non conosci, il

piacere di non trovare quello che

cercavi



RESILIENCE (self-correction) 1

From Latin resiliō  (“to spring back”)

Capable of returning to an original shape or position



RESILIENCE 2

Leap forward and high jump



FUTURE
We cannot calculate 

UNCERTAINTY
Managed by the exercise of
intelligence

FOUNDATION OF 
KNOWLEDGE
Intuition rather than 
sense experience

Uncertainty
Probabilities cannot be known
Risk
Probabilities can be known

1

2

“Intuition is not 
worth anything”
(Richard Nisbett)
DATA, DATA, DATA

Scientific 
methods

#

ECONOMICS 
NON-EXACT SCIENCE
Better to be roughly right 
Than precisely wrong

PROBABILITY
A logical insight, 
not a fact of nature 
(aka ‘frequency theory’)

CREATIVE IGNORANCE
Ignorance is not a barrier
To rational judgment
Experiment vs Experience
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methods
cannot capture 
fragmented 
knowledge



“High-expectation entrepreneurs 
are responsible for up to eighty 
per cent of total expected jobs per cent of total expected jobs 
by all entrepreneurs”



High expectation…….

……the “Unexpected”



The “Unexpected”

e-Book!



PATHFINDER – the “knowledgist”

Knowledge 
maps 

Measurement
Optimization Path

Specialization Path

Neutralization Path Silos

Horizon of 
certainty



Disobedience

PATH CREATOR – the “resilient persona”

Disobedience
(“Ignorance is bold and knowledge reserved”, Thucydides

“Future knowledge is not possible in the present”, Karl Popper )

Uncertainty
Inaccuracy

Horizon of 
doubt

Imagination

(“Knowledge 

circumscribes 

the imagination”, 

Giacomo Leopardi, 

Notebooks)

A range of 
disciplines 



THE IDEA SPECTRUM

hypernova
IDEA HORIZON 
1

IDEA HORIZON 
2

IDEA HORIZON 
3

QUANTUM  CHANGES
NEED & TECHNOLOGY
SEEKERS

MARKET READERS
supernova

“The error of 

confirmation” 
(Taleb)

Routine ideas

Incremental ideas

Search for disconfirming evidences
“…a thousand days cannot prove you

are right, but one day can prove you to 

be wrong” (Taleb)

MARKET READERS



E = MC3
E = Entrepreneurial Energy

M = Motivations and Attributes 

in entrepreneurial behaviour

C= Creativity:

Creativity in Technology/BM 

(Creation) x Creativity in Process

(Conversion) x Creativity in 

Marketing (commercialization)

Power relations: creative 

power that emerges when 

different disciplines collide

Marketing (commercialization)



=
3

xx
Creativity in 
technology

Creativity 
in marketing

Creativity 
in product

planning 

Power 3 
Creativity

S [Science] does not equal T [Technology] and T does not equal 

I [Innovation]

This is the title of a famous lecture by Akio Morita, Sony’s founder, 

at the Royal Society in London, in 1992. 



A

B

The Experimental Lab community is a platform where business ideas are being posted looking for 

problem seekers and problem solvers. The first actively seek out and attempt to deal with 

problems as  they arise from the Lab community ideas. The latter identify effective solutions by 

enabling unobvious connections of different ideas. Teams of problem seekers and problem 

solvers are interchangeable.

“I am going to use 

my idea in my field 

of use, and you are 

welcome to use 

it in your own field”

“Innovation is a body 
contact sport. I search 
for adjacent ideas –

C

for adjacent ideas –

one door leading to 
another door – which 
ignites a process of 

accretion.”


